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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  report  here  a systematic  first  principles  study  of  two  classes  of variable-composition  rhenium  nitride:
i, interstitial  rhenium  nitride  as a  solid  solution  and ii, rhenium  nitride  in  lamellar  structures.  The  com-
pounds  in  class  i  are  cubic  and  hexagonal  close-packed  rhenium  phases,  with  nitrogen  in  the  octahedral
and  tetrahedral  interstices  of the  metal,  and  they  are  formed  without  changes  to  the structure,  except
for  slight  distortions  of  the  unit  cells.  In the compounds  in  class  ii, by  contrast,  the  nitrogen  inclusion
provokes  stacking  faults  in  the  parent  metal  structure.  These  faults  create  trigonal-prismatic  sites  where
the nitrogen  residence  is  energetically  favored.  This  second  class  of compounds  produces  lamellar  struc-
tures, where  the  nitrogen  lamellas  are  inserted  among  multiple  rhenium  layers.  The Re3N  and  Re2N  phases
tructure produced  recently  by high-temperature  and  high-pressure  synthesis  belong  to this  class.  The ratio  of  the
nitrogen  layers  to the  rhenium  layers  is  given  by  the  composition.  While  the  first  principle  calculations
point  to  higher  stability  for the lamellar  structures  as opposed  to  the  interstitial  phases,  the experimental
evidence  presented  here  demonstrates  that  the  interstitial  classes  are  synthesizable  by  plasma  meth-
ods.  We  conclude  that rhenium  nitrides  possess  polymorphism  and  that  the  two-dimensional  lamellar

nt  an  
structures  might  represe

. Introduction

The binary nitrides formed by metals of the IV–VII groups of
he periodic table are often classified as solid solutions [1,2]. The
olid solution model requires that the crystal structure of the sol-
ent, which in this case is the metal, must remain unchanged by the
ddition of the solute. Nitrogen is the solute, and the solvent–solute
ixture remains a single homogeneous phase. This model consid-

rs that the dissolution occurs through the solute’s occupation of
mpty spaces, or interstices, between the atoms of the solvent.
hese alloys can have a non-stoichiometric composition because
he limiting factor is the available space for the dissolution of inter-
titials. Many of the interstitial nitrides have structures that are
ifferent from those of the associated metals and therefore deviate
rom the solid solution model. For example, titanium metal has a
exagonal close-packed structure, while its nitride, TiN, has a cubic
lose-packed structure. As the nitrogen atoms fill the interstitial
ites, structural changes occur in the host metal. The concept of

n interstitial solid solution is a coarse approximation for binary
etal nitrides, valid only for small compositional variations or for

 limited range of metal nitrides. More often, the structure of the
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parent metal changes upon the addition of nitrogen. The departure
from the solid solution model is justified by the moderate elec-
tronegativity of nitrogen, which introduces a certain level of ionic
character to the solid. Nitrogen becomes a negatively charged ion,
and the repulsion between these charged species, which are cova-
lently bonded to metal atoms, might induce changes in the host
structure. For yttrium nitride, we have previously studied the struc-
tural conversion from the hexagonal metal to the cubic nitride by
first principles calculations [3].

In this study, we investigate the rhenium nitride structures,
ReNx, as a function of x, for x ≤ 1. Until now, the nitrides of group
VII have been scantily studied both theoretically and experimen-
tally. Rhenium nitrides have been synthesized by several methods,
including laser ablation [4,5], high-pressure high-temperature
anvil cell reaction [6],  the reaction of rhenium pellets with ammo-
nia at high temperature [7],  ion implantation of nitrogen into a
rhenium foil [8] and reactive DC-magnetron sputtering, as we
present here in this work. From the few reports available on the
topic, the rhenium nitrides are expected to have exceptional prop-
erties, such as very high bulk moduli, high hardness and brittleness
[9,10],  catalytic activity [7],  and superconductivity [8,11].  These
materials may  have potential applications in hard coatings for cut-
ting tools and in heterogeneous catalysis.

The goal of this study is to show that rhenium nitride might

behave in a unique way as it is being nitrided. It exhibits poly-
morphism, but some polymorphs contain mono-atomic layers of
nitrogen sandwiched among layers of rhenium. These layers of
nitrogen (hexagonal rings) may  influence the electronic properties

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jallcom.2011.11.023
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09258388
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jallcom
mailto:gerardo@cnyn.unam.mx
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f the solids in a very interesting way. We  will use terms like ‘lay-
red solutions’ or ‘lamellar structures’ in the absence of a better
hrase to describe the behavior of such compounds. Such solids
re not new. They have been studied since 1975 in systems where
arbon is contained in transition metals [12].

. Rhenium nitrides as interstitial and lamellar structures

As mentioned above, transition metal nitrides are prejudged
o be solid solutions. Therefore, most of the experimental diffrac-
ion patterns are interpreted accordingly. For example, ReNx has
een synthesized by the decomposition of (NH4)ReO4 in an NH3-
ontaining atmosphere [7,13] and by nitrogen-ion planting into Re
etal [8].  Those studies reported fcc crystalline structures, for com-

ositions from x = 0.43 to x = 1. In another report where rhenium
itride films were made by the pulsed laser deposition method,
he resulting structures could be either cubic or hexagonal [5].

ith a low nitrogen content, x = 0.06, the film maintained a Re-
ike hexagonal arrangement, while for x = 0.17 and x = 0.22, the films
dopted cubic structures. The authors concluded that the hcp struc-
ure of metallic Re changed to a cubic structure with an increase
n the number of nitrogen atoms occupying the interstitial sites
etween the Re atoms. From the above studies, we might conclude
hat the application of the interstitial-solid-solution model to rhe-
ium nitrides is correct, as it maintains an fcc arrangement for large
ariations in nitrogen content.

Opposition to that conclusion may  be found in the study
eported by Friedrich et al. [6],  in which rhenium nitride was
ynthesized by the high-pressure high-temperature method and
he structure was obtained by Rietveld refinements and density
unctional theory optimizations. Two hexagonal phases were pro-
osed to explain the authors’ diffraction experiments. None of these
hases coincides with the structures obtained by the methods of
he above paragraph, although their compositions are equivalent.
hase I has an AB·B  rhenium stacking sequence in the c-direction,
here the · symbol is used to indicate where the nitrogen is posi-

ioned between the rhenium layers. This phase has three metallic
ayers and one nitrogen layer, for a 3:1 rhenium to nitrogen ratio,
r Re3N as the stoichiometric expression. The phase II proposed
y Friedrich has an A·AB·B stacking sequence in the c-direction.
his phase has four metallic layers with two nitrogen layers, for

 4:2 rhenium to nitrogen ratio, or Re2N. In a different study, Li
nd Zeng introduced a NiAs-like ReN structure by means of ab ini-
io calculations [10]. This last structure consisted of A·A· layers, a

etallic layer with a nitrogen layer, or a 1:1 compositional ratio.
hey reached the conclusion that such a structure is highly prob-
ble because of its lower energy compared with other structures
f the same composition. All previous structures exhibit a lamella
f nitrogen located between layers of rhenium. In this context, a
amella is a mono-atomic hexagonal layer of nitrogen.

With this prior evidence in mind, it is worth considering
wo possible pathways of nitrogen absorption into a rhenium

atrix. The traditional interstitial solid solution is governed by
n ABC rhenium stacking sequence because ReNx gives fcc struc-
ures where nitrogen occupies the interstitial sites at random. The
on-traditional solid solution is guided by localized structural mod-

fications to the parent metal, i.e., a dislocation of stacking planes
here nitrogen is located just below the slipped plane in the stack-

ng sequence. Can we still consider this type of compound a solid
olution, as the structure of the parent metal has changed only in

 small fraction of the entire volume? The 6-coordinate nitrogen

toms in this situation are coordinated to rhenium neighbors in
rigonal-prismatic sites. We  hypothesize that for any possible com-
osition, the absorption of nitrogen in rhenium causes a stacking
ault (or the sliding of one plane) for the next rhenium layer. Using
Fig. 1. Alloying energy, as defined in the text, versus nitrogen content.

this hypothesis, it is possible to propose a number of nitrides with
varying nitrogen contents. The operating rule is that a stacking fault
of the metal layer is generated when a complete nitrogen layer
is below it. Following that rule, AB·B, A·AB·B, ABA·AB,  AB·BA·AB,
ABAB·BAB,  A·A·AB and A·A· are valid compounds, with 3:1, 4:2,
5:1, 6:2, 7:1, 4:2 and 1:1 compositional ratios, respectively. Thus,
a single composition may  have several non-equivalent stacking
sequences. The Re3N and Re2N phases proposed by Friedrich are
contained within this set of hypothetical compounds.

3. Cohesive energy calculations of the interstitial and
lamellar structures

We  have performed a comparative analysis of the traditional
interstitial solid solutions versus the layered solid solutions with
the aim of elucidating their relative stability. The criterion used
to establish which structure has a better stability is the alloying
energy, defined by Eq. (B.1) (see Appendix B). This equation uses
as points of reference the energies of hcp metallic rhenium and
atomic nitrogen. Negative values signify stability toward spon-
taneous dissociation, but not to the formation of other possible
phases. To take into account structural variations as broadly as pos-
sible for the interstitial solid solutions, we performed several series
of calculations that preserved the structure of the parent metal
under increasing nitrogen contents. The first series, for the fcc N-
tetrahedral sites (the open circle in Fig. 1), uses as a starting point
the structure of rhenium in a face-centered cubic arrangement;
the nitrogen atoms sequentially fill the tetrahedral interstices. The
x = N/Re ratio is given by the number of occupied interstices. The
second series, for the fcc N-Octahedral sites (open triangle in Fig. 1),
correspond again to the prototypical rhenium in a face-centered
cubic structure, but here nitrogen fills the octahedral interstices.
For the above two series the “cubic” term must be viewed with
caution because the symmetry of the structure has been reduced
to that of a rhombohedral system. In the rhombohedral represen-
tation, we  performed volume and c/a cell optimizations. When the
resulting c/a ratio is not the ideal ratio of 1.633, then the optimized
structure cannot be considered cubic. We  use “cubic” to designate
the prototypical rhenium structure. The third and fourth series are
similar but have rhenium in an hcp configuration, given by closed

circles and triangles for the tetrahedral and octahedral nitrogen
sites, respectively. The fifth series uses rhenium in a fixed AA stack-
ing, represented in the figure by filled rhombs. Nitrogen occupies
trigonal prism sites. At x = 1, this series gives the NiAs-like ReN
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tructure reported by Li and Zeng [10] as the most stable poly-
orph of rhenium nitride. When x < 1 some of the trigonal prism

ites are empty, and thereafter that series can be considered a nitro-
en deficient NiAs-like ReNx. All of the above structures comply
ith the main clause for an interstitial solid solution. That is, the

tructure of parent metal is (nearly) maintained while nitrogen fills
he interstitial spaces. We  have generated the nitrogen filling in a
seudo-random pattern (see Appendix C). The sixth series is for

amellar compounds. For this series we planned several prototype
tructures following the rule of the stacking fault, as indicated in
he preceding paragraph. Again, at x = 1, this series gives the NiAs-
ike ReN structure as the only solution. The details of the supercell
reation for the above series are given in Appendix C. The impor-
ant results of this study are summarized in Fig. 1 according to the
lloying energies. The reaction of rhenium with nitrogen is exother-
ic  when starting from nitrogen in the atomic state. This may  not

e true for nitrogen in the molecular state. It is significant that
n the 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.7 range of compositions, the lamellar compounds
re, without doubt, superior in stability compared with any of the
ther possibilities. They are always energetically favored by a wide
argin over the interstitial dissolutions. For x ≤ 0.1 the results are

nclear. Apparently, in this composition, the interstitial dissolu-
ions are of higher stability. However, it must be considered that the
upercells needed to give these compositions are quite large for the
amellar type, and thus the error of the calculations could obscure
he real trend. For x ≥ 0.7, the nitrogen deficient NiAs-like rhenium
itrides are almost as stable as the lamellar prototypes. However,
he lamellar compounds are still favorable by a very small margin.

. Diffractograms for the calculated structures

Each of the structural variations in Fig. 1 was optimized accord-
ng to the best canons of ab initio calculations. That is, the
ptimization of the volume, c/a and internal atom coordinates
when possible) were performed. From the structural data, we  can
enerate diffraction patterns for any nitrogen concentration. Fig. 1
hows that the hcp arrangement will be energetically surpassed by
n equivalent fcc system except for systems with very low nitro-
en concentrations, where x < 1/8. For that reason, the simulated
iffractograms of those series will be not presented here. However,
he trends for the hcp-based interstitial solid solutions are compa-
able to those of the cubic systems regarding the evolution of their
iffractograms.

.1. Diffractograms for nitrogen in octahedral interstices in a
seudo-cubic rhenium matrix

Fig. 2 shows a hypothetical sequence of diffraction patterns for
he incorporation of nitrogen in the octahedral interstices of rhe-
ium in an fcc structure. This sequence is the second most stable
rrangement according to the calculated energies for x < 0.5 (the
pen triangles in Fig. 1). There is a uniform expansion of the unit
ell for x < 5/8; that is, the cubic symmetry is retained. However,
or x ≥ 5/8, the energy is further minimized when the structure
s allowed to elongate in the {1 1 1}-direction; that is, the cubic
ymmetry is lost. The diffraction peaks separate due to the bro-
en symmetry along the main crystal axes. Importantly, the cubic
ymmetry for rhenium with nitrogen in the octahedral interstices
s unstable only with a high nitrogen content. There is a threshold
oint at x ∼ 5/8; below that composition, the crystalline system can

e cubic, while it is trigonal for higher compositions. In another
eport, tetragonal distortion is also considered [5].  Nevertheless,
he high concentration of nitrogen in this arrangement is highly
nlikely due to the high alloying energy, shown in Fig. 1, which
as more positive than some of the other series calculated.
Fig. 2. Diffraction patterns from numerical simulations, in which the nitriding of
rhenium occurs by nitrogen dissolution in octahedral interstices in a cubic face-
centered rhenium structure.

4.2. Diffractograms for nitrogen in tetrahedral interstices in a
pseudo-cubic rhenium matrix

Fig. 3 is an analogous sequence of diffractograms starting from
rhenium in an fcc structure, but here the nitrogen atoms fill the
tetrahedral interstices. This sequence corresponds to the filled tri-
angles in Fig. 1. The cubic structure is mechanically unstable at the
middle of the range of compositions, that is, when 3/8 ≤ x ≤ 5/8,
where the trigonal distortions of the cubic symmetry have lower
energies. In the computer-generated diffractograms, the peak from
the (1 1 1)-planes of the cubic system is split due to this distortion.
As seen in the diffractogram, the splitting of peaks is less prominent
than in the case of octahedral interstices, indicating that the trig-
onal distortion is more minor in scale than in the above case. The
calculated alloying energies indicate that this series will be implau-
sible for low nitrogen concentrations but will become feasible for
x ∼ 1. This can be explained by the distortion required to accom-
modate nitrogen in the tetrahedral sites. At small concentrations
the gain in energy upon the introduction of nitrogen does not fully
compensate for the energy required to expand the cell volume of
the metal structure. At x ∼ 1 the metal structure has already been
expanded, making the tetrahedral sites larger and energetically
favored over the octahedral sites. The tetrahedral site occupancy
is at an advantage over the octahedral sites for x > 6/8.

4.3. Diffractograms for nitrogen in trigonal prismatic sites in an
AA-stacking sequence of rhenium atoms

Another interesting series is generated when nitrogen atoms

fill the trigonal prism sites in rhenium characterized by AA-
stacking. Evidently, at low nitrogen concentrations, this structural
arrangement is highly improbable because the compound has
positive energies in comparison with other variants of the same
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Fig. 4. Diffraction patterns from numerical simulations, in which the nitriding of
rhenium occurs by nitrogen dissolution in trigonal prism sites in an AA stacking
sequence of rhenium atoms.
ig. 3. Diffraction patterns from numerical simulations, in which the nitriding of
henium occurs by nitrogen dissolution in tetrahedral interstices in a cubic face-
entered rhenium structure.

omposition (Fig. 1). However, as with the nitrogen concentration
ugment, this arrangement becomes physically feasible because of
heir negative energies. In fact, this is the second most probable
rrangement for x > ½,  and asymptotically, their energies make con-
act with the sequence of lamellar structures. Their diffractograms
re given in Fig. 4. As the nitrogen concentration increases, the cell
olume expands and their characteristic distances also enlarge. This
s visualized in this sequence of diffractograms by the migration of
eaks to lower angles. As the distances between the c-planes are
ffected more rapidly than the distances between the basal planes,
he peaks associated with the (0 0 *) Miller indices move faster than
he peaks for the (0 * 0) indices.

.4. Diffractograms for nitrogen–rhenium lamellar compounds

Fig. 5 shows a sequence of diffraction patterns when nitrogen is
ncorporated in rhenium, under the assumption that the incorpora-
ion will occur through a lamellar dissolution. What we  see in Fig. 5
rings to mind the general trend of a solid solution: a gradual trans-
ormation of a fundamental structure. However, unlike a traditional
olid solution, where the metal structure expands (nearly) evenly
n all directions, here the structure widens more rapidly in the c-
irection, maintaining the interatomic distances in the basal plane
omewhat unchanged. To clarify this point, we have indexed the
atterns of nitrides in association with the main diffraction peaks of
he parent metal. The symbol (0 * 0) stands for diffraction due to dis-
ances in basal plane. The symbol (0 0 *) indicates diffraction peaks
ue to the interplanar distances in c-direction. The (0 * *) diffraction

evelops from a family of planes that bisect the cell of the parent
etal, as shown in Fig. 6(a). These planes remain in the lamellar

ompounds as the nitrogen content increases, as shown in Fig. 6(b)
or Re11N and Fig. 6(c) for ReN. When the periodic arrangement

Fig. 5. Diffraction patterns from numerical simulations, in which the nitriding of
rhenium occurs by means of lamellar dissolution.
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tent. Additionally, the intensities (relative to that of peak A) of the
B, C and D peaks decrease for FN = 20 mL  min−1 and then are not
present for the FN = 30 mL  min−1 sample, indicating the loss of long-
range symmetry in their respective crystalline directions. For the
Fig. 6. (0 * *) planes in three different unit cells that produce equivalen

f any plane is disrupted, as happens in the Re11N pattern for the
0 * *) planes, the corresponding diffraction peaks split into several
atellite peaks. Although this plane is defined by the Miller index
0 1 1) in the pure metal cell, the equivalent plane is defined by
he Miller indices (0 1 6) in the Re11N cell (Fig. 6(b)) and (0 1 2) in
iAs–ReN (Fig. 6(c)). It should be noted that indexing to the true
iller indices might be meaningless because the cell of reference

s changing. In Fig. 5, we see that the (0 * *) diffraction moves to
igher angles, meaning that these planes are growing closer in a
erpendicular direction. In contrast, the (0 0 *) diffraction moves
rom 40.4◦ in metallic Re to 30.2◦ in NiAs–ReN. At the same time,
he (0 * 0) diffraction remains almost immobile, changing only from
7.6◦ in Re to 37.2◦ in NiAs–ReN. To understand this behavior, we
ust analyze the atomic arrangement, the distance between neigh-

ors and the volume occupied by each atom of metal. In metallic
henium, the mean distance between the Re atoms is 2.750 Å (coor-
inated to 12 Re neighbors), while in NiAs–ReN the mean distance

s 2.828 (coordinated to 8 Re neighbors). At the same time, the spe-
ific volume (i.e., the volume occupied by a single Re atom) changes
rom 14.70 Å3 for metallic Re to 19.89 Å3 for NiAs–ReN. This rep-
esents a 35% volume expansion to accommodate nitrogen atoms;
vidently the expansion occurs due to a greater separation between
he metal neighbors. Indeed, the basal in-plane metal-to-metal dis-
ances remain nearly the same. For instance, the Re–Re in-plane
istance is 2.760 Å in metallic Re, while it is 2.789 Å in NiAs–ReN.
his means that most of the volume expanse is at the expense of the
ut-of-plane distances. On average, these distances are becoming
onger. That explains why the (0 0 *) diffraction changes signifi-
antly, whereas the diffraction (0 * 0) remains nearly at its original
alue. In conclusion, the volume needed to accommodate the nitro-
en atoms in this kind of lamellar dissolution is obtained by a
reater separation of the planes in the c-direction.

. The deposition of rhenium nitride films by reactive
puttering

In the past, we have prepared rhenium nitride films by the
ulsed laser deposition method [4].  Now, we will focus on the
tructures of the films produced by sputtering. The experimental
etup and method for film preparation are described in Appendix
. To demonstrate the successful synthesis of rhenium nitride by

his method, Fig. 7 shows a representative Auger spectrum of a

eposited film. It exhibits mainly rhenium and nitrogen, although
ome traces of oxygen are also detected. This particular film was
roduced after sputtering a rhenium target under a flow of nitrogen
ith FN = 20 mL  min−1. The films are homogeneous in composition
ction peaks: (a) in metallic rhenium, (b) in Re11N and (c) in NiAs–ReN.

along the substrate surface. Fig. 8 shows selected XRD patterns
for the rhenium nitride samples grown at different nitrogen flow
rates. Because the deposition rate is very low, these films are
grown over the course of 50 min. The Si substrate has peaks at
28.40◦ (1 1 1) and 58.85◦ (2 2 2), indicated with a * symbol in
Fig. 8. The pure Re sample, deposited with FN = 0, shows three
main diffraction peaks at 37.51◦, 40.4◦ and 42.8◦. These correspond
to the diffraction planes (1 0 0), (0 0 2) and (1 0 1), respectively,
of the hexagonal close packed structure reported in the powder
diffraction file (PDF) #89-2935. However, it shows (0 0 2)-Re to
be preferentially parallel to the (1 1 1)-Si crystalline growth. For
the FN = 16 mL  min−1 sample, the hexagonal Re peaks were not
present. Instead, wider peaks at approximately 38.44◦ (A), 44.69◦

(B), 65.20◦ (C) and 78.1◦ (D) appear in the pattern. This phase can be
indexed to an fcc rhenium nitride phase, as reported by Fuchigami
et al. [5],  with ao = 4.03 ± 0.03 Å. For higher values of FN, the posi-
tions of peaks A through D shift to lower angles as the N/Re ratio
in the films increase. The shift is more noticeable for peak A. It
shifts to 38.16◦ and then to 36.46◦. These shifts indicate that the
crystalline structure is expanding with increasing nitrogen con-
Fig. 7. Auger spectrum of a film produced by magnetron sputtering of a rhenium
target with PN = 80 mTorr.
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N = 30 mL  min−1. The best match with the series fcc rhenium N-octahedral sites
s  (b), x ∼ 0.25. For FN = 20 the composition is within 0.25 ≤ x ≤ 0.375 with N in octa-
edral sites.

N = 30 mL  min−1 sample, two new broad peaks appear at approxi-
ately 51.02◦ (E) and 65.44◦ (F), which may  be related to a different

hase of rhenium nitride, given its wide shape. However, no phase
n the PDF database or reviewed literature for rhenium in metallic,
itride or oxide forms was found that agreed with those two  peaks.

n the same sample, new peaks were present at 16.45◦ (1 1 0) and
5.47◦ (2 1 0), which might be indexed to a hexagonal crystalline
hase of ReO3 using PDF #40-1155.

. Discussion

The calculations provide evidence that the reaction between
itrogen and rhenium is facile, as long as the reaction begins with
tomic nitrogen, as it is always exothermic (negative energies).
his is corroborated by our sputtering experiments, where rhe-
ium nitride films were deposited without difficulty, although with

 very low deposition rate. The diffractograms allow us to com-
are the theory and the experiments. The best agreement of the
eposited films is with the series of fcc rhenium N-octahedral sites.
or instance, the computer-generated diffractogram for Re8N2, N-
ctahedral, has its main peaks at � − 2� angles of 38.48◦ (38.45◦

xperimental), 44.75◦ (44.65◦), 65.14◦ (65.14◦) and 78.3◦ (78.0◦).
his small deviation from the experiment is reasonable because the
lm is attached to a substrate, where residual stresses remain. This
xperimental pattern can also be adjusted for Re8N, N-tetrahedral.
owever, at that composition, tetrahedral nitrogen is implausible
ecause of its higher energy compared with the octahedral nitrogen
ite. From the close match between the theory and the experiment,

−1
t is possible to affirm that the film prepared at FN = 16 mL  min
as an N/Re ratio in the vicinity of 0.25, and the film produced
t FN = 20 mTorr has an N/Re ratio higher than 0.25 but lower
han 0.375. The most likely configuration is with nitrogen in the
mpounds 514 (2012) 127– 134

octahedral sites. The film prepared at FN = 30 mTorr does not belong
to this structural class of nitrides. Its diffraction at 36.45◦ is well
below the possible diffraction angles for a cubic arrangement. From
the experimental X-ray diffraction patterns presented here, sev-
eral deductions can be made regarding the deposition of rhenium
nitride films. First, the metal structure transforms from a hexago-
nal symmetry to a cubic symmetry when nitrogen is incorporated
into the rhenium lattice. Second, our films deposited by reactive
DC-sputtering are analogous to those deposited by Fuchigami et al.
[5] by means of laser ablation. Third, the cubic structure remains
cubic for relatively large variations in the composition, as has been
reported in the literature [5–8]. In this case, the interstitial solid
solution model appears to be correct. Fourth, as the nitrogen incor-
poration exceeds a certain value, the cubic symmetry is destroyed
and replaced by an unidentified lower-symmetry crystalline sys-
tem. Fifth, the structures of the sputtered films do not coincide
with the phases produced by the high-pressure high-temperature
method.

This last statement begs an important question: why are cubic
interstitial compounds produced by plasma methods, while the
high-pressure and high-temperature methods produce different
compounds? As calculations show, neither the tetrahedral sites nor
the octahedral sites are the best location for nitrogen in a matrix of
rhenium; both tend to distort the interstitial site. The best configu-
ration, in terms of its energy, is the trigonal prismatic site. However,
this site does not exist in the base structure. Its creation requires
a structural reorganization. The high-pressure high-temperature
method is very interesting in this regard [14]. The high tempera-
tures lead to high mobility in the nitrogen atoms, while the high
pressure can produce slip planes. The slipped planes produce non-
intrinsic trigonal prism sites. Those sites can be stabilized by a group
of nitrogen atoms acting collectively that migrate to the adjoining
area. The pressure and temperature can be subsequently removed,
and the slipped structure will remain because it has been already
stabilized. We  can consider the high-pressure high-temperature
method as a system near its thermodynamic equilibrium. This is
because all the species involved in the reaction are given time to
reach the best locations, and consequently the compound attains
its minimum energy. This process is appropriate for the produc-
tion of lamellar rhenium nitrides. We  are convinced that the Re2N
and Re3N phases proposed by Friedrich are two  particular com-
positions of this class of compounds. When a complete structural
reformation is not possible, the calculation shows that second best
arrangement is the traditional interstitial solid solution. Compar-
atively, the plasma methods are out of equilibrium because the
sputtered species contain high kinetic energies, while the substrate
remains close to room temperature. The arriving species in ablation
or sputter experiments have only a short time to find the appropri-
ate structural arrangement before they thermalize to the substrate
temperature. After that, they should remain nearly frozen at those
positions at temperatures close to ambient. That is, the rearrange-
ment is limited by the diffusion of nitrogen into rhenium and by
the mobility of rhenium. From this perspective, the formation of
layered compounds is restricted by the reaction kinetics of the
plasma methods. The nitrogen atoms need to form a full nitrogen
layer before the arrival of new rhenium species to shape a layered
structure. This seems to be impossible given the way that the films
are grown by the plasma methods, where all the growing species
arrive simultaneously. Following this reasoning, the plasma meth-
ods can produce metastable structural arrangements, while the
high-pressure and high-temperature methods must produce stable
arrangements. However, the transformation of one class of com-

pound to the other class should be possible by thermal treatments
at atmospheric pressure, provided that the phase transformation
temperature is below the rhenium–nitrogen dissociation temper-
ature.
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An interesting topic resulting from this work is the existence
f an unusual kind of interstitial dissolution. The traditional inter-
titial solid solution is formed by a gradual alteration of the base
tructure using the intrinsic interstices. The transformation is typ-
cally an expansion needed to make room for the interstitial atom.
he new type of interstitial solid solution requires the use of non-
ntrinsic interstitial sites. For instance, an hcp metal has a stacking
equence in ABABABAB order. If there is a stacking fault for any
eason, the result will resemble ABABAABAB. If nitrogen is inserted
nto that solid, it will become ABABA·ABAB. While the defect is very
nstable without nitrogen, in the presence of nitrogen it becomes
table. Nitrogen is absorbed without affecting the parent metal
tructure, with the exception of passivating a defect that was pre-
iously created. The structural reformation required for this type
f nitrogen dissolution is not as great as one might think. This
an be seen in the gradual evolution of the diffractograms shown
n Fig. 7. Even if the description of the whole structure can be
epresented in different space groups for minimal differences in
omposition, the basic structure remains (nearly) unchanged in all
ompositions. Reviewing the Inorganic Crystal Structures Database
ICSD) for tungsten nitride, as an example, we found many arrange-

ents that might belong to this class of solid solutions. ICSD #76527
WN), #76005 (WN), #30374 (W2.56 N4), #60193 (W1.1N), #60183
W4.6N4) and #43607 (W0.6N) are sample structures that use non-
ntrinsic sites to accommodate nitrogen. One interesting aspect of
his kind of compounds is the apparent polymorphic character. For

 certain composition, there will be many structures of the same
nergy and therefore of the same stability. This reasoning may  be
ushing the concept of interstitial solid solutions to its limits, but
his undeniably a solid solution, where nitrogen uses non-native
nterstitial spaces. We  propose that the old concept must evolve
o accommodate a new type of solid solutions discovered with the
lapse of time. After all, this concept is already applied to mate-
ials that are not solid solutions, including most transition metal
itrides.

. Conclusions

We have presented here systematic first principles calculations
f rhenium nitrides as a function of composition in a variety of
ossible structural arrangements. The calculations show that nei-
her the tetrahedral sites nor the octahedral sites are the best place
o locate nitrogen in a rhenium matrix. The best location is the
rigonal prismatic site. This configuration requires non-intrinsic
ites in the metallic matrix that must be created. This class of
rrangement produces lamellar structures, where nitrogen lamel-
as (atomic monolayers) are inserted among multiple rhenium
ayers. The Re3N and Re2N phases belong to this class. However,

any compositions and structures are possible, where the compo-
ition is given by the ratio of the nitrogen layers to the rhenium
ayers. While the first principles calculations point to higher sta-
ility for the lamellar structures, the experimental evidence shows
hat both the interstitial and the lamellar classes are synthesizable.
n fact, our analysis shows that the rhenium nitride deposited by
puttering adopts an fcc N-octahedral structure. We  conclude that
henium nitrides exhibit polymorphism. As such, this new type of
amellar compounds is very interesting. While transition metals
ntercalated in layered materials such as graphite or MoS2 are not
ew, the inverse, layers of nitrogen [6] or carbon [15] interspersed

n the transition metal, is seen as a new area worthy of exploration.
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Appendix A. Experimental methods

Rhenium nitride films were grown by reactive DC-sputtering.
The experiment was  carried out in a custom made ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) deposition system. The system consists of three
stainless steel chambers: sample loading, deposition and analysis.
The analysis chamber is a PHI-548 apparatus equipped with X-ray
photoelectron (XPS) and Auger electron (AES) spectroscopies, and it
operates at 10−10 Torr by means of an ion pump. The sample loading
and deposition chambers are independently evacuated to 10−8 Torr
or better by a 130 L s−1 turbomolecular pump. A 2.5 cm diameter
Re target (99.9%) was positioned in a magnetron gun, 10 cm above
a (1 1 1)-silicon substrate. A mechanized rod is used to transfer
the sample between chambers, which are isolated by gate valves.
With this setup, the deposited films can be analyzed without expo-
sure to the outside atmosphere. The rhenium nitride films were
deposited at room temperature at different N2 pressures in the fol-
lowing manner. In the deposition chamber, a mass-flow controller
fed N2 (ultra-high purity grade) at increasing flows to set pressures
ranging from 3 mTorr (1 mL  min−1) to 180 mTorr (35 mL  min−1).
After setting the N2 pressure, an additional 5 mL  min−1 of Ar (ultra-
high purity grade) was  allowed into the chamber. The samples
were grown at 120 W for 50 min  and were then immediately trans-
ferred to the analysis chamber. A reference sample, metallic Re, was
deposited in the absence of N2. The assessment of nitride forma-
tion was performed by comparative core-level energy shifts in the
XPS in relation to the metallic Re sample. The XPS measurements
used an Al K-�  (h� = 1486.6 eV) X-ray non-monochromatic line. The
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected ex situ in a Philips
X’pert diffractometer using the Cu K� line with � = 0.154 nm.

Appendix B. Calculation methods

All calculations were performed within the framework of the
density functional theory (DFT). We  employed the full potential
linearized augmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) method, as imple-
mented in the Wien2k code [16]. The exchange and correlation
effects were treated using the generalized gradient approximation,
as given in [17] and [18]. We  used muffin-tin radii of 1.8 au for
Re and 1.3 au for N and angular momenta up to l = 10. We  were
committed to approximately 47 k points in the irreducible part of
the Brillouin zone for each of the evaluated supercells. This is triv-
ial for the interstitial phases because they preserve the number of
metallic atoms, as shown in Table I. However, for the lamellar struc-
tures, the number of k points was varied to compensate for the
dissimilar cell volumes required for the different compositions. To
compare the relative stability of several crystalline phases, we use
as point of reference the energy of the bulk rhenium cell in its basal
hexagonal state, ETot

Re-bulk, which is calculated using the same level
of accuracy and parameters. The energy of each individual nitro-
gen atom was  calculated considering a cubic supercell (fcc-box)
that contains such an atom. The fcc-box lattice was held constant
to 25 Bohr and identical RMT  and RKMAX as in rhenium nitride
compounds. The energy of the isolated nitrogen atom is then Etot

N .
The alloying energy is calculated from the total energy of the i-cell,
ETot

i , minus the energy of n atoms of rhenium, minus the energy
of m atoms of nitrogen. To compare the energies of cells with dif-
ferent volumes where the number of enclosed atoms varies, it is
preferable to use the energies per atom. Thus, the alloying energy
is calculated according to the following formula, as it was  defined
in Ref. [19]:

Tot Tot tot
Ealloy
i = Ei − nE

Re-bulk − mEN

m + n
(B.1)

Here n and m are the number of rhenium and nitrogen atoms,
respectively, contained in the volume of the i-cell.
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Table  I
Steps to reduce the symmetry of prototype cell, in this case for cubic and hexagonal structures with octahedral interstices.

Cubic cell transformation Hexagonal cell transformation

1 2 3 1 2 3
Base  group: Fm3m Doubled cell group:

Fm3m
Reduced cell group:
R−3m

Base group: P63/mmc Double cell: P63/mmc  Reduced cell group:
P−3m1

Axes:
x  = y = z = a
˛  =  ̌ = � = 90◦

Axes:
x = y = z = 2a
˛ =  ̌ = � = 90◦

Axes
x′ = ½y + ½z
y′ = ½x  + ½z
z′ = ½x + ½y
˛  =  ̌ = � = 60◦

Axes
x = y = a, z = c
˛ =  ̌ = 90◦

� = 120◦

Axes
x = y = 2a, z = c
˛  =  ̌ = 90◦

� = 120◦

Axes
x′ = x; y′ = y;
z′ = z
˛ =  ̌ = 90◦

� = 120◦

Wyckoff Re sites: 4a Wyckoff Re sites: 24e,
4c

Wyckoff Re sites: 6h, 2c Wyckoff Re sites:
2

Wyckoff Re sites: 2d, 6h Wyckoff Re sites: 2d, 6i

Wyckoff N sites: 4b Wyckoff N sites: 4a, 4b,
24d

Wyckoff N sites: 1a, 1b,
3d, 3e

W

Table II
Filling of the Wyckoff positions in the two spatial groups, pseudo-cubic (R−3m) and
hexagonal (P−3m1), to give the different compositions using octahedral sites.

Formula in
the unit cell

R−3m P−3m1

Re Wyckoff
positions

N Wyckoff
positions

Re Wyckoff
positions

N Wyckoff
positions

Re8N0 6h, 2c – 2d, 6i –
Re8N1 1a 1a
Re8N2 1a, 1b 1a, 1b
Re8N3 3d 3e
Re8N4 1b, 3d 1b, 3e
Re8N5 1a, 1b, 3d 1a, 1b, 3e
Re8N6 3d, 3e 3e, 3f

c
s
a
e
w
a
c
R
L
D
c

A

m
c
a
c
s
d
a
(
w
F
d

[
[
[

[
[
[

[

Re8N7 1b, 3d, 3e 1b, 3e, 3f
Re8N8 1a, 1b, 3d,

3e
1a, 1b, 3e,
3f

The accuracy of the DFT calculations is confirmed by the
omparison of the cell parameters with the few reported Re–N
tructures. For instance, the cell parameters for Re2N in this work
re a = b = 2.8547 Å and c = 9.8667 Å, while from Ref. [6],  the recov-
red material at ambient conditions gives powder diffraction data
ith a = b = 2.83 and c = 9.88 Å. For Re3N, the calculated values

re a = b = 2.8274 and c = 7.172 Å, compared with a = b = 2.8105 and
 = 7.154 Å, values taken from the same Ref. [6].  For the NiAs-like
eN, we calculated a = b = 2.7887 and c = 5.9058 Å, while in Ref. [10],
i and Zeng calculated a = b = 2.7472 and c = 5.8180 Å with similar
FT calculations. The bulk moduli and cohesive energies are also
omparable with values given in Refs. [6,10].

ppendix C. Supercell strategy

The Wien2k code requires an input structure to make refine-
ents and calculate the total energy [16]. Making changes in the

omposition requires an appropriate strategy. That involves cre-
ting a supercell, i.e., a larger system where local adjustments
an be made without affecting the whole crystal. There are many
trategies for building such a supercell. To exemplify the proce-
ure, the cubic and hexagonal structures where the interstitial
toms are in octahedral sites can be represented in the Fm3m

2 2 5) and P63/mmc  (1 9 4) space groups, respectively. In our case,
e customized the cells with doubled volumes. The symmetry of

m3m was reduced to that of R−3m (1 6 6), and the P63/mmc was
ecreased to P−3m1  (1 6 4). In Table I, we reveal the methodology

[
[
[

c
yckoff N sites: 2a Wyckoff N sites: 2a, 6g Wyckoff N sites: 1a, 1b,

3e, 3f

used to construct cells of lower symmetries. In Table II we  dis-
play the useable stoichiometric points in the 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 interval. The
interpenetrating sublattices in the R−3m group are identified by 16
Wyckoff positions: 6 h and 2c for the metallic sublattice, and 1a, 1b,
3d and 3e for the nitrogen sublattice. In these positions, it is possible
to set 8 Re atoms and 8 N atoms. For the P−3m1  group, the metallic
sites can be represented by the Wyckoff positions 2d and 6i, while
the octahedral interstices are in the 1a, 1b, 3e and 3f positions. For
the cubic and hexagonal structures where nitrogen is in tetrahedral
sites, the same strategy is used. The F43m (2 1 6) and P63mc (1 8 6)
groups were reduced to R3m (1 6 0) and P3m1 (1 5 6), respectively.
For the representation of the hexagonal layered nitrides, we  use
the P−6 (1 7 4) space group. Nitrogen was  fixed at the 1d Wyckoff
positions, and the rhenium layers were added as needed to give
the projected composition, alternately using the 2i and 2h Wyckoff
positions. For each added layer, the cell was  extended in the c-
direction, and the z-coordinate of the 2i and 2h Wyckoff positions
was offset appropriately.
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